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Agenda - Day 2 – 25/10/2019
Session 4

Writing Successful Proposals in H2020 ICT calls (Chaired by Nikolaos Floratos)

08:45 – 09:15 Registration - Networking

09:15-10:45
How to write part per part the EXCELLENCE section 

in an H2020 ICT grant application with emphasis on 

examples from winning projects

H2020 ICT Trainer/Expert

10:45-11:00 *Coffee/rea break

11:00-12:30
How to write part per part the IMPACT section in an 

H2020 ICT grant application with emphasis on 

examples from winning projects

H2020 ICT Trainer/Expert

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-15:00
How to write part per part the IMPLEMENTATION

section in an H2020 ICT grant application with 

emphasis on examples from winning projects

H2020 ICT Trainer/Expert

15:00-15:30 *Coffee/tea Break
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Agenda - Day 2 – 25/10/2019
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15:30-17:00

Participants will form groups  or work individual and 

select one of the following to work with:

 Develop an idea aligned with an ICT call topic

 Prepare/Finalise an action plan for contacting 

key players for a specific H2020 ICT call-topic

 Develop/Finalise a pitching email for selling their 

expertise to key actors in H2020 ICT calls

 Develop a proposal concept (summary)

 Prepare any subsection based on the grant 

application template and their familiarisation with 

the three sections in the proposal template 

(Excellence, Impact, Implementation)

 Open: Any other topic they may wish to work 

with…

Hands on Practice on various elements, Group 

work

Assisted by the ICT H2020 Expert



Session 4
How to write the EXCELLENCE section in 

an H2020 ICT grant application with 
emphasis on examples from winning 

projects



Proposal development

Do not start writing the proposal
- Before you have what seems like an innovative idea

- Before you can link your idea to the appropriate call

- If you don’t have enough time till deadline

- If you don’t have the few capable and willing to help 
writing partners (core writers)

- If you don’t believe you can build a winning consortium
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Proposal development

Then..
- Evaluate your idea several times (+with other 

people

- Study –AGAIN!– in detail the Work Programme topic 
(and its rules) 

- Plan your writing process in time and resources

- Build your proposal development team (internal+ 
external)

- Assess the needs in partners, start looking for the 
ideal players if possible
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Proposal Summary Structure
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Scope/ Aim/ Purpose (based on our idea)

“A multi-scale holistic analysis where patient-specific
information from various levels will be integrated
and combined with information from other sources
such as, environmental, behavioural and social risk
factors to generate robust predictors for new
personalised interventions for delaying onset and/or
slowing down progression of OsteoArthritis”

9



Proposal Summary Structure

- Name/Acronym and Title

Proposal Title: Advanced, multi-scale personalised 
computer models preventing OsteoArthritis

Proposal Acronym: OACTIVE
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Problems/Rationale (=why our project is needed)

An estimated 10% to 15% of all adults aged over 60 
have some degree of OA, with prevalence higher 

among women than men 

OA is not easy to define, predict or treat
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Solutions/Objectives as actions

Development of patient-specific computer models 
and simulation in order to develop appropriate OA 
prevention interventions or treatments. The main 

focus of the Project will be on knee OA (KOA) because 
this is the joint where OA symptoms most frequently 

cause significant loss of function and mobility.
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Results/ Outcomes

OACTIVE Hypermodel

Sub-results (models)
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Our target group (Who will benefit from each result)

OA patients + their families

Medical care industry

Healthcare systems
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Workplan (which activities to implement each result)

Organise the Work Packages

(analysis in section 3)
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Proposal Summary Structure

- Consortium Profile (expertise needed for implementing 
each of the activities)

Develop the supply chain
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The supply chain
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The topic

- Specific challenge
- Scope
- Impact
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Proposal Summary Structure

Also check!

Topic conditions and documents

- List of countries and applicable rules for funding

- Eligibility and admissibility conditions

- Evaluation
- Evaluation criteria and procedure, scoring and 

threshold
- Submission and evaluation process

- Indicative timetable for evaluation and grant 
agreement

- Provisions, proposal templates and evaluation forms 
for the type(s) of action(s) under this topic etc

19



Part B

- Section 1: Excellence

- Section 2: Impact

- Section 3: Implementation

- Section 4: Members of the consortium

- Section 5: Ethics and security
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Sections 1-3 (RIA / IA)

Basic info:

- Page limits
- Single or 2nd stage: 70 pages (cover page and 

sections 1, 2 and 3, together)
- 1st stage: 10 pages

- Recommended font: Times New Roman (or Nimbus 
Roman)

- Minimum font size allowed: 11

- Page size: A4

- All margins (top, bottom, left, right): at least 15 mm 21



Section 1: Excellence

• 1.1 Objectives
• 1.2 Relation to the work programme
• 1.3 Concept and methodology
• 1.4 Ambition

22



Section 1: Excellence

Introduction

2 pages -> present in brief:

- The problem
- is it a big problem? 
- Is it trans-European? 
- Does anyone else try to address it?

- Your proposed solution

- The project consortium (+ diagram of the supply 
chain)

23



Section 1: Excellence

in the first page do answer

 What problem the project solves? Why is it of EU 
relevance?

 What is the competition, how does the project 
assess against it?

 What is the impact?

 Why is the consortium the best possible?

 Present your concept with an image

24



1st page example
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The problem
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The problem
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Failure of Others to solve the problem!
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Our solution
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The -great- consortium!

30



Problem

Guidelines

Solution

Example – First 
page



Problem



Guidelines



Solution



Concept



Section 1: Excellence

1.1 Objectives 

- Describe the overall and specific objectives for the project, 
which should be clear, measurable, realistic and 
achievable within the duration of the project.

- Objectives should be consistent with the expected 
exploitation and impact of the project (see section 2). 
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Section 1: Excellence

1.1 Objectives 
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Section 1: Excellence

1.1 Objectives 

38

Objectives ≠ Activities!

The right question: – What do I plan to 

achieve?

The wrong question: – What am I going to 
do?



Section 1: Excellence
1.1 Objectives example 

39



O1: Establish a set of European big data light-house smart connected factories (WP2, WP4-WP8, WP9)
Bring European manufacturing industry and factories to a leading edge in the global Industry 4.0 race through big data. To pilot and set the
global benchmark and competitive advantage for European factories 4.0 advanced big data analytics and technologies supporting cognitive
manufacturing processes.
Success criteria: 10 lighthouse manufacturing factories in the key and synergetic European industry led sectors of (autonomous-connected-electric)
automotive, automation and white/personal goods had established

O.1.1 – Incorporate Relative Business Value (RBV) big data decision support framework in Industry 4.0 business
development strategies

Description:  Design,  deploy  &   assess   a   novel   business   digital   strategy   development   framework   (T2.3)   for  big   data platforms and highly 
distributed agile data networks. The framework should be adapted to address SME needs.
Success criteria: 1 big data digital business development methodology developed and assessed in 10 pilots

KPI1.1 Methodology defined KPI@M9 1 KPI@M18 2 KPI@M36 2

KPI1.2 Methodology assessed in factories KPI@M9 1 KPI@M18 5 KPI@M36 10

O.1.2 – Establish and evaluate innovative big data driven cognitive industry 4.0 manufacturing processes
Description: Develop and validate acceptance and performance of data-driven human-centric factory 4.0 cognitive
manufacturing services and BOOST 4.0 big data framework (agile & learning manufacturing). (WP4-WP8)
Success criteria: 40 smart and cognitive big data-centric business processes will be established and demonstrated disrupting
the established cross-sector data value chains, digital processes and business models.

KPI1.3 Business Processes Deployed KPI@M9 ------ KPI@M18 15 KPI@M36 40

KPI1.4 User acceptance of new processes KPI@M9 ------ KPI@M18 ≥60% KPI@M36 ≥80%

O.1.3 – Demonstrate the replication potential of lighthouse factory BOOST 4.0 big data manufacturing 
processes
Description:  Based  on  BOOST  4.0  lighthouse  factories  evidences,  traditional  sector  industries  will  adapt  and  replicate  the    BOOST 4.0 
operations and assess the performance improvements. (T9.5)
Success criteria:  A set of 3 companies in traditional sectors replicate BOOST 4.0 big data transformation.
KPI1.5 Business Processes Replicated KPI@M9 ------ KPI@M18 ----- KPI@M36 6



Section 1: Excellence

1.2 Relation to the work programme 

- Indicate the work programme topic to which your 
proposal relates, and explain how your proposal 
addresses the specific challenge and scope of that 
topic, as set out in the work programme
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Section 1: Excellence

1.2 Relation to the work programme 

- Create a table

- Break each part of the work programme topic 

- Describe briefly how your solution addresses each 
part of it!
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Section 1: Excellence

1.2 Relation 
to the work 
programme 
Example

43



Section 1: Excellence

1.3 Concept and methodology

- (a) Concept
- Describe and explain the overall concept underpinning the 

project
- Describe any national or international research and 

innovation activities which will be linked with the project 

- (b) Methodology
- Describe and explain the overall methodology
- Where relevant, describe how the gender dimension, i.e. sex 

and/or gender analysis is taken into account in the project’s 
content

44



“Big Data Value Spaces for 
Competitiveness of European 
Connected Smart Factories 
4.0” will demonstrate, in a 
realistic, measurable & 
replicable way an open, 
certifiable and highly 
standardised /transformative 
shared data-driven Factory 
4.0 model through 10 
lighthouse demo-factories

Clear + concise aim 
of the project!!

Objectives 
Overview



Section 1: Excellence

1.3 Concept and methodology

The right question:

– How am I going to reach my goals?

The wrong question:

– What exactly am I going to do and when?

46



Section 1: Excellence

1.3 Concept and methodology

- Describe in detail the scientific part of our solution

- Create a table describing the positioning of the project 

47



Section 1: Excellence

TRL positioning - Example

48



Section 1: Excellence

1.3 Concept and methodology

- Present related R&D&I activities / national, 
international and European projects each partner has 
been involved in

49



Section 1: Excellence
1.3 Concept and methodology

Describe the 

project workplan
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Section 1: Excellence

1.3 Concept and methodology

- Describe use cases

- Describe sex & gender issues (biological characteristics 
and social/cultural factors)
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Section 1: Excellence
1.3 Concept and methodology - Example

52



Concept/method



stair-case methodology



Section 1: Excellence

1.4 Ambition

- Describe the advance your proposal would 
provide beyond the state-of-the-art, and the 
extent the proposed work is ambitious. 

- Describe the innovation potential

55



Section 1: Excellence

1.4 Ambition

- Describe the project’s vision

- Describe key innovations

- Link them to project’s advances and challenges

- Refer to products and services already 
available on the market

56



Section 1: Excellence

1.4 Ambition

- Create a table with overall advancements over 
relevant EU funded projects

- Present results of your patent search

57



Section 1: Excellence

1.4 Ambition - Example

58



Section 1: Excellence

Do not start writing without

- Carefully study the call

- Acknowledging that every proposal is different. DO 
NOT just copy paste from others or older ones! 

- Having the proposal’s summary

- Knowing your consortium and the supply chain

- Having studied previous versions and corresponding 
ESRs in case of resubmission

- Be sure there is enough time before the deadline
59



💥 Interlude! - Fermi Method 💥
a walk in inductive reasoning

-> … -> … How many iPhone screen repairmen are there in the United States? ..->

First approach

a. we must find out how many are the owners of iPhones in US
b. Estimation: about 1 in 2 people has a smartphone, and those 

without them tend to be the very young or the very old. The total 
population of US is ~350M, thus our target population is 150M.

c. it is common to hear that Android phones dominate the marketplace, let’s 
say that 2/3 market is Android and 1/3 is iPhone.

d. This estimation gives us an approximation of ∼50M iPhone users in 
US.



Second approach
a. Another way is to think about the people you see on the 

street and try to directly estimate how many of them 
have an iPhone. 

b. This number seems to be around 1 in every 5 people, 
which would make ∼60M iPhones in the country.

Following any of the two approaches we can estimate the 
total number of iPhone owners are between 50M to 60M.

Fermi Method: a study in inductive reasoning



Fermi Method: a study in inductive reasoning
Let’s make our basic assumptions about the iPhone users

• Most people change smartphone when upgrade their contract. So, we guess that the
typical user keeps the iPhone for 2.5 before replace it.

• Now, how many of these screens will be cracked over the lifetime of the phone? I'd
guess that this number sits somewhere around 20%.

• Every cracked screen doesn't get replaced or else we wouldn't see them around too
often. Let's assume that if a crack happens in the first 2/3 of the time for which the
customer owns the phone, they'll get it fixed, but otherwise they'll just wait for a new
phone.

This means that in given year, ,

Or  iPhone screens



Let’s make our basic assumptions about the iPhone users
• Most people change smartphone when upgrade their contract. So, we guess

that the typical user keeps the iPhone for 2.5 before replace it.

• Now, how many of these screens will be cracked over the lifetime of the
phone? I'd guess that this number sits somewhere around 20%.

• Every cracked screen doesn't get replaced or else we wouldn't see them
around too often. Let's assume that if a crack happens in the first 2/3 of the
time for which the customer owns the phone, they'll get it fixed, but otherwise
they'll just wait for a new phone.

This means that in given year, ,

Or  iPhone screens

Fermi Method: a study in inductive reasoning



How many repairmen does this support?

Assuming that each iPhone screen takes the average repairmen 1h to
fix and that

the average iPhone screen fixer spent about half their full-time work
week fixing iPhone screens (averaging over full and part time workers).

Thus, we predict there to be enough broken iPhones to support the
employment of approximately:

Fermi Method: a study in inductive reasoning



Session 5

How to write part per part the IMPACT 
section in an H2020 ICT grant 
application with emphasis on 

examples from winning projects
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Section 2: Impact

Interview the leading writer 

- Face to face or skype. More than one interviews are 
needed

- Agree on number of pages for impact

- Agree to 
- deliver your almost final draft one week before the 

submission and send it to partners for corrections and 
comments

- deliver final version one day before the submission.

66



Section 2: Impact

Know your role – acknowledge the section 1-3 writer 
leads the proposal. Cooperate with him!

Create your own template with basic information you 
need.

The Impact breakdown

After the interview send it to the leading writer for 
confirmation.
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Section 2: Impact

Fill in the Impact breakdown

68

Topic

Acronym / full title

Deadline



Section 2: Impact

Fill in the Impact breakdown

69

End results
Novel end results that will be delivered at the 
end of the project

TRL of end results at the end of the project

Product/service to be commercialized

Final end results that will be commercialized (not 
necessarily all of them - business plan)



Section 2: Impact

Fill in the Impact breakdown

70

Project duration

Time to market
(year of commercialization)



Section 2: Impact

Fill in the Impact breakdown

71

Proposal end users
(name – type)

Customers 
(Type of company – organisation)
Who will pay to acquire the product / service.
Same type of companies / organizations with the proposal 
end users

Size of market 
(EU, global)

Do we replace something in the market?



Section 2: Impact

Fill in the Impact breakdown

72

Proposal industrial partners
(name -> contribution)
+Who is the last partner at the proposal supply chain 
(integrator) that is selling to customers

Competitors
(same type of companies with proposal integrator)
Names of market big players

Price

Training needed to customer?



Section 2: Impact

Write the impact’s summary

- 4 lines opening the impact section

- Summarize what will happen
- if the project gets funded
- if the final products reach the market

- Send the summary to the leading writer

73



Impact summary - example
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Impact summary - example
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Section 2: Impact

2.1 Expected impacts 

76

Note
Be specific!

Provide information that applies 
to the proposal and its objectives!
Wherever possible, use quantified 

indicators and targets!



Section 2: Impact

2.1 Expected impacts 

Describe how your project will contribute to:
- each of the expected impacts mentioned in the work 

programme, under the relevant topic;
- any substantial impacts not mentioned in the work 

programme, that would enhance innovation 
capacity; create new market opportunities, 
strengthen competitiveness and growth in Europe or  
bring other important benefits for society

77



Section 2: Impact

2.1 Expected impacts 
The expected impacts are presented at the call topic!
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Section 2: Impact

2.1 Expected impacts 

- Probably the most difficult part of the impact section

- Always write in cooperation with the leading writer

- Be 100% in line with the S1 scientific objectives

- Quantify your assumptions

- Don’t write unjustified estimations

- Add indirect benefits for the EU if not already asked

- Describe current status and changes taking place

79



Section 2: Impact

2.1 Expected impacts - example

80



81

2.1 Quantified Expected impacts - example 



Section 2: Impact

- Describe any barriers that may determine whether and to what 
extent the expected impacts will be achieved
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Section 2: Impact

Barriers

- Examples: regulation, standards, public acceptance, 
workforce considerations, financing of follow-up steps, 
cooperation of other links in the value chain

- Cover economic, market, management, policy aspects if 
possible

- Do not include any risk factors concerning implementation 
(they are covered in section 3.2)

- Create a table with barriers and how you plan to address 
them

83



Barriers - Examples
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Section 2: Impact

2. Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

b) Communication activities

85



Section 2: Impact

2. Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

- DO NOT copy paste from other proposals

- Follow the official template and focus on the project’s 
end results

- Dissemination vs exploitation vs communication

- Ask from partners to develop their own exploitation plan 

86



Section 2: Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

- Provide a draft ‘plan for the dissemination and exploitation of 
the project's results’.

87



Section 2: Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

The PDER. 

Describe 

- the area in which you expect to make an impact 

- who are the potential users of your results 

- how you intend to use the appropriate channels of 
dissemination and interaction with potential users. 
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Section 2: Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

The PDER. 

Include 

- A business plan

- A data management plan

- A knowledge management and protection plan

89



Section 2: Impact

2. Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

- Dissemination

Create tables for
- The end results
- The targeted groups
- Dissemination activities
- Conferences, Trade shows, Journals and Magazines 

90



Section 2: Impact

2. Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

- Exploitation
- Describe the targeted markets, competition and joint 

exploitation strategy
- Present individual exploitation plans

91



Section 2: Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

Individual exploitation plans

Send an e-mail to all partners asking for
 General benefits generated for partner
 End result to be individually exploited
 Time to market
 Price of exploitable result / product
 Quantity forecasted to be sold per year
 Quantity per customer
 Cost per unit
 Competitors

92
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Individual exploitation plan template to be filled in by partners
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Individual exploitation plan template to be filled in by partners



95

Individual exploitation plan example (OACTIVE)



Targeted groups
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Dissemination activities
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Indicative 
Conferences,
Trade shows, 
Journals
and Magazines 

98



Canvas business model

99



Section 2: Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

b) Communication activities

Describe the proposed communication measures for promoting 
the project and its findings during the period of the grant. 

100



Section 2: Impact

2.2 Measures to maximise impact

b) Communication activities
Create a table for your communication strategy
Include

- Information communicated
- Target group
- Means of communication
- Communication level
- When
- Responsible
- Performance indicators

101



Communication strategy

102



Session 6

How to write the IMPLEMENTATION 
section in an H2020 ICT grant 
application with emphasis on 

examples from winning projects

1
0
3



Section 3: Implementation

3. Implementation

3.1 Work plan — Work packages, deliverables

3.2 Management structure, milestones and procedures 

3.3 Consortium as a whole 

3.4 Resources to be committed

104



Section 3: Implementation

3.1 Work plan — Work packages, deliverables

- List with WPs (3 lines description per WP)

- WorkPackages diagram

- Timing of the different WPs and their components

- Description of each WP (2 pages each)

105



WPs short 
description

106



Timing of the different WPs and their components
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Section 3: Implementation

WP description

108



WP1 example
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Section 3: Implementation

List of WPs
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List of WPs - Example
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Section 3: Implementation
List of deliverables
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List of deliverables -
Example
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Section 3: Implementation

List of milestones

114



List of milestones - Example
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Section 3: Implementation

3.2 Management structure, milestones and procedures 

Organisation structure 

- Administrative Management 

- Technical Project Management 

- Quality Management 

- The Steering Committee 

- The General Assembly 

- Ethical Board 
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Section 3: Implementation

3.2 Management structure, milestones and procedures 

The Advisory Board (AB) 

- Project Coordinator 

- Technical Manager 

- Dissemination and Exploitation Manager 

- Work Package Leaders 
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Section 3: Implementation

3.2 Management structure, milestones and procedures 

Decision Making and Conflict Resolution

- Communication-Monitoring-Reporting

- Conflict Resolution

- Innovation Management

- Quality and progress control

- Critical risks for implementation (table)

118



Section 3: Implementation

3.3 Consortium as a whole

- No need to repeat information regarding individual members of 
the consortium (they are described in section 4) 

- Create a table presenting the complementarity of technological 
skills in the project
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Section 3: Implementation

3.4 Resources to be committed 

Summary of staff effort table

120



Section 3: Implementation

3.4 Resources to be committed 

‘Other direct cost’ items table (travel, equipment, other goods and 
services, large research infrastructure)
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Section 3: Implementation

3.4 Resources to be committed 

‘Other direct cost’ items table (travel, equipment, other goods and 
services, large research infrastructure)
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Tips and suggestions

- Remember that you write the proposal to 
convince the evaluators!

- Aim to take the reviewer by the hand and guide 
them through!

- Demonstrate that there is a convincing link 
between objectives, work-packages and 
deliverables!

- Do not just work to fill in the 70 pages! Work to 
convince and to get paid to accomplish your 
project! 
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